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In preschool, spelling words start with basic two-letter words. For example, a good starting point for preschoolers would be: AT, ME, BE, and IT. Children then start to expand the list by working through “word families”. From AT, in preschool spelling, the curriculum, worksheets, and then spelling tests would cover BAT, CAT, HAT, and SAT. Also,
they might vary the vowel and go to HOT. A list of preschool spelling words might start with MAD and include MAN, MAP, and MAT as well as DAD and SAD. These very young children learn through spelling activities including many creative methods that make the preschool spelling program fun for them. Remember, every child learns at a different
rate, so what works for some students may not be the best approach for your child. This is why so many parents enjoy Time4Learning’s student-paced curriculum.. You can skip lessons that teach concepts your child has already mastered and repeat those he or she has not. The choice is yours. Foundational Spelling Skills Spelling skills should develop
as part of an overall language arts phonemic awareness, phonics, reading comprehension, vocabulary and reading fluency, grammar, reading and writing program. Children should (with help from their parents) develop their foundational spelling skills through an interest in words, regular writing, constant reading, a study of spelling rules, and
playing of spelling games With help from their parents, children can develop and reinforce foundational spelling skills through the following activities: Regular writing for a head start on spelling, punctuation, and other concepts Constant reading or use of reading workbooks Frequent study of spelling rules like the relationships between letters and
sounds Spelling bees for a fun way for your child to practice their spelling Playing of spelling games, quizzes or word games to help develop their spelling skills Structured computer spelling programs Personalized tutoring and assistance to boost confidence Setting daily blocks of time for spelling and reading activities Instruction through guided
spelling activities like word sorts or word boxes Creating a rich language environment at home based on the quantity and quality of words spoken Time4Learning teaches a comprehensive preschool spelling curriculum using fun activities to build a solid spelling foundation. Help your child excel in spelling by trying out our PreK demos. Preschool
Spelling Words List What spelling words should your preschooler know? Here is a list of 50+ words that are great for use in spelling games, tests, or practice for an upcoming spelling bee. To add more value, download our PreK spelling list printable worksheet with +100 words! one two three at bat cat mat pat rat sat an can fan man are ask as or
mom and us pad sad an can fan pan ran big dig fig pig wig fin in pin win bid did hid rid if her hi bye bee see cow how now bun fun run sun but cut gut Preschool Spelling Resources If you’re interested in preschool spelling lists or vocabulary words, you might also be interested in: Welcome to Homeschooling Guide – Are you new to homeschooling?
This guide was written by seasoned homeschoolers to answer some of the difficult questions new families often struggle with. Curriculum Lesson Plans – An overview of the number of lessons that are included for each grade and subject. All students have access to at least 2 (and in most cases 3) grade levels of curriculum for each subject, so they can
move ahead or review at their own pace. Lesson Planning Worksheet – Wondering how many lessons to have your child do each day? Estimate the number of activities per day using this easy to use, printable worksheet. Study spelling rules and commonly misspelled words, then test your spelling skills by completing the following short exercises. In
some cases, you will need to add a letter or two to complete the correct spelling of each word in parentheses. In other cases, the word in parentheses is correct as it stands. When you're done, compare your responses with the answers below. Some of the words in parentheses require the addition of the letter e; others are correct as they stand. Gus is
(tru-ly) sorry for keeping you awake last night.We were criticized (sever-ly) by the sewing circle.The shed was (complet-ly) demolished.Merdine was (sincer-ly) grateful for the reprieve.The Simpsons are (argu-ing) again.They (argu-d) last night for hours.When is Mr. Wolfe (com-ing) home.Maya is (writ-ing) her autobiography.Mr. White is (judg-ing) the
essay contest.Be (car-ful) when you light the furnace. Some of the words require the addition of ie; others require ei. Paint the (c--ling) before you paint the walls.Gus has been (rec--ving) threatening e-mails.A (w--rd) noise came out of the attic.I paid almost five dollars for that (p--ce) of pie.I don't (bel--ve) in coincidence.The guests brought (th--r)
children to the wedding.(N--ther) of us can help you today.The (n--ghbors) complained about our parents.Linda (w--ghs) less than her collie.We waited for the (fr--ght) train to pass. Some of the words require the addition of i; others require y. Have you (tr-ed) the dessert yet?The baby (cr-ed) throughout the church service.We compared two (theor-es)
of evolution.Peggy felt (betra-ed) by her manager.You should be (stud-ing) for Friday's exam.(Lonel-ness) was never a problem for Henry.She (fl-es) on broken wings.I have always (rel-ed) on my friends.Please give Mr. Flannery my (apolog-es).It was a (pit-ful) sight. Complete each word with the letter a, e, or i. I borrowed these flowers from the
(cemet-ry).My parakeet eats huge (quant-ties) of bird seed.The tax cuts will (ben-fit) the wealthy.It was a (priv-lege) to meet you.He has a remarkably (unpleas-nt) disposition.We placed the puppies in (sep-rate) rooms.Henry is an (independ-nt) thinker.I found an (excell-nt) excuse to resign from the committee.She chose items from different (catgories).Professor Legree made another (irrelev-nt) remark. Some of these words require the doubling of a consonant; others are correct as they stand. The sun was (shin-ing) down like honey.The experiment was (control-ed) by a madman.The region is slowly (begin-ing) to recover.Doug (pour-ed) sugar over Yoddy's oatmeal.She keeps (forget-ing) to
call me.Gus (admit-ed) his mistake.They were (sweat-ing) in the classroom.That idea never (occur-ed) to me.The bunny went (hop-ing) down to the abattoir.His doctor (refer-ed) him to a dimple specialist. Some of these words require the addition of one or more letters; others are correct as they stand. Marriage comes without a (g-arantee).Caley (suprised) me.You are (prob-ly) going to be late.Does she (reali-e) that her socks don't match?(D-scribe) the man who hit you.We waited (until-) the mortician arrived.Merdine (recom-ended) a psychiatrist.Take two (asp-rin) and go to bed.She supports a strong (ath-letic) program.The (tem-rature) reached 109 degrees in Yuma. Some of these words
require the addition of one or more letters; others are correct as they stand. She (a-quired) a good tan and a new boyfriend.Gus is (basic-ly) lazy.We must work together to improve the (envir-ment).I wish Hansel would just (dis-pear).Mr. Summers should attend to his (bus-ness).Alice Walker wrote an essay (sim-lar) to yours.The Red Sox have (fin-ly)
won a ball game.I was (dis-appointed) by the cranberries in dill sauce.Doc Brown was working in his (lab-ratory).Baron Leibniz works for the (gover-ment). When you're done, compare your responses with the answers below. Here are the answers to the Spelling Review Exercises, Groups A through G. ANSWERS—GROUP A1. truly; 2. severely; 3.
completely; 4. sincerely; 5. arguing; 6. argued; 7. coming; 8. writing; 9. judging; 10. careful. ANSWERS—GROUP B1. ceiling; 2. receiving; 3. weird; 4. piece; 5. believe; 6. their; 7. Neither; 8. neighbors; 9. weighs; 10. freight ANSWERS—GROUP C1. tried; 2. cried; 3. theories; 4. betrayed; 5. studying; 6. Loneliness; 7. flies; 8. relied; 9. apologies; 10.
pitiful ANSWERS—GROUP D1. cemetery; 2. quantities; 3. benefit; 4. privilege; 5. unpleasant; 6. separate; 7. independent; 8. excellent; 9. categories; 10. irrelevant ANSWERS—GROUP E1. shining; 2. controlled; 3. beginning; 4. poured; 5. forgetting; 6. admitted; 7. sweating; 8. occurred; 9. hopping; 10. referred ANSWERS—GROUP F1. guarantee; 2.
surprised; 3. probably; 4. realize; 5. Describe; 6. until; 7. recommended; 8. aspirin; 9. athletic; 10. temperature ANSWERS—GROUP G1. acquired; 2. basically; 3. environment; 4. disappear; 5. business; 6. similar; 7. finally; 8. disappointed; 9. laboratory; 10. government The Words Their Way - Digital Primary Student Inventory List is adapted from the
work and publication of Words Their Way: Word Study for Phonics, Vocabulary, and Spelling Instruction created by Bear, Invernizzi, Templeton and Johnson. This digital resource allows you to easily identify student spelling levels, make digital notes, and share your data collection with your data team specialists to highlight student growth. With the
click of one button you can easily save your form, clear the form fPage 2This is a form that I adapted to use with my Kindergarten students - I used it to track their progress throughout the year in Literacy - using sight words, letters, sounds, rhyming, Math - counting, sorting, shapes, Writing - using sounds in words, staying on topic, name writing, and
DIBELS - leaving space to record the student's latest DIBELS scores. My team and I found this to be a great inventory of year-long skills, and an easy way to track each student's progress. It could be easily changPage 3Everyone and Anyone can be a Word Explorer! As children read and write, as they explore and manipulate words in formal settings
and as the teacher directs the categorization of words, they gain understanding in how words work. (Bear, Invernizzi, Templeton, and Johnston, 2012). Exploring Words (2009) by Mercier and Long is a comprehensive word study program which includes pages of word sorts for levels Kindergarten through fifth grade. Our program formally begins at
the K-2 level and after s
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